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Abstract 
A key advantage of additive manufacturing (AM) is that it allows the fabrication of lattice
structures for customised biomedical implants with high performance. This paper presents the
use  of  statistical  approaches  in  design  optimisation  of  additively  manufactured  titanium
lattice structures for biomedical implants. Design of experiments using response surface and
analysis of variance were carried out to study the effect design parameters on the properties
of  the  AM lattice  structures  such as  ultimate  compression  strength,  specific  compressive
strength, elastic modulus, and porosity. In addition, the lattice dimensions were optimized to
fabricate a diamond cellular structure with properties that match human bones. The study
found  that  the  length  of  a  diamond-shaped  unit  cell  strut  is  the  most  significant  design
parameter. In particular, the porosity of the unit cell increases as the strut length increases,
while it had a significant reverse effect on the specific compressive strength, elastic modulus
and ultimate compression strength.  On the other hands, increasing the orientation angle was
found to reduce both the specific compressive strength and modulus of elasticity of the lattice
structure. An optimised lattice structure with strut diameter of 0.84 mm, length of 3.29 mm
and  orientation  angle  of  47°  was  shown  to  have  specific  compressive  strength,  elastic
modulus, ultimate compression strength and porosity of 37.8 kN.m/kg, 1 GPa, 49.5 MPa and
85.7%, respectively.  A cellular structure with the obtained properties could be effectively
applied for trabecular bones replacement surgeries.
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1. Introduction
Lattice structures are 3D open-celled porous structures which are topologically ordered and
formed of repeatable units [1]. There are lattice structures available on nature such as wood,
cork  and  bone  (natural  materials)  as  well  as  foam,  honeycomb  and  sponges  (synthetic
technical  materials).  Typically,  porous  structures  are  classified  to  stochastic  and  non-
stochastic. Lattice structures unit cells are composed of several struts connected at nodes. The
unit cell is usually characterized by strut dimensions and connectivity. Despite that they are
typically  considered  to  have  microstructures  at  the  micro-scale  level,  they  act  as  meta-
materials when considering the overall structure [2-4].
Lattice structures can also be classified into strut-based and triply periodic minimal surfaces
structures.  Face-centred-cubic,  body-centred-cubic,  diamond,  and octet-truss  are  the  most
used  strut-based  topologies.  On  the  other  hand,  triply  periodic  minimal  surface  (TPMS)
lattice  structures  include  the  Schoen  gyroid,  Neovius structures and  Schwartz  diamond.
According to their mechanical behaviour, lattice structures are further classified into stretch-
dominated and bending-dominated  [5,6]. Bending-dominated behaviour is often experienced
by stochastic or open-cell structures that encountered bending moments within their structure,
causing  them to  be  relatively  ductile and  deform more  consistently.  In  contrast,  stretch-
dominated structures, which usually undergo axial  loads, are more stiff and strong. Strut-
based  lattices,  they  are  characterized  by  their  Maxwell  number  "M",  which  could  be
determined as the following:
M = s – 3i – 6                                                                                                                       Eq1
where "s" and "i" are the numbers of struts and nodes, respectively.
"M"  always  has  a  negative  value  for  bending-dominated  structures,  indicating  that  the
number of struts is not sufficient to withstand the applied stresses without balancing moments
brought on at the nodes, which results in the generation of bending stresses in the lattice.
However, when (M ≥ 0), the applied load is transformed to axial tension and compression,
eliminating the possibility of the occurrence of bending at nodes which results in stretch-
dominated cellular  structures.  The low relative density is the most significant  property of
lattice structures (the fraction of solid structure). In addition,  the high surface area of such
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structures allows their use in applications such as filters, catalytic convertors, armours, heat
exchangers, load-bearing components, and biomedical implants.
Several conventional manufacturing techniques have been used to fabricate lattice structures
such as punching, powder metallurgy, investment casting, and metal foaming techniques [7].
However, the developed lattice structures produced consist often of a stochastic arrangement
of  either  open  or  closed  porosity  (rather  than  an  ordered  porous  structure)  with  a  large
variance  of  the  shape  and  dimensions  of  the  porosity  [8].  In  addition,  microfabrication
techniques, for example, lithography have also been used to fabricate sub micrometer porous‐micrometer porous
cellular structures [9], though lithography has been initially used for micro-electro-mechanical
system devices [10-17]. These results in anisotropic mechanical properties, making the design
of such structure more complicated. Nevertheless, these issues can be mitigated by using the
emerged additive manufacturing (AM) technology which holds  great potential in producing
complex  shapes  and  geometries  that  are  unachievable  by  conventional  manufacturing
methods [18-22]. 
Additive  manufacturing  (AM),  an  important  industry  4.0  technology,  is  an  advanced
manufacturing approach that has been developed and successfully applied applications such
as  biomedical  [22],  energy  [23],  aerospace  [24,25],  and defence  [26,27]. Powder bed fusion
(PBF) is one of the additive manufacturing techniques developed in the late 1980s, in which a
3D metal alloys or composites components are built layer-by-layer [28-30]. Powder bed fusion
process begins with a digital CAD model representing the physical model, which is sliced
into layers by special software. To build the physical object, a thin layer of the powder is
spread over a substrate using a moving blade or a roller. Then, the desired 2D slice of the part
geometry  is  obtained  by selectively  consolidating  the  powder  using  a  laser  beam.  Next,
another layer of the powder is spread, and the building process is repeated layer after layer
until the full part is complete [31]. Different materials have been processed using PBF such as
nickel,  titanium  and  steels  alloys,  among  them  was  the  Ti6Al4V  alloy.  Owing  to  its
exceptional  biocompatibility  and  outstanding  mechanical  properties,  Ti6Al4V  is  utilized
broadly for the fabrication of medical implants and dental gadgets. 
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the use of titanium alloys for biomedical applications
have been receiving a great interest by industry and research. However, there are issues in
using titanium alloys for bone implants. For example, the modulus of elasticity of Ti6Al4V is
about 110 GPa, which is considerably larger than that of bone (10-30 GPa for cortical bones
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and 0.02-1 GPa for trabecular or cancellous bones). Such stiffness mismatch was found to
cause stress shielding and eventually result in the failure of the biomedical implant. To avoid
the stress shielding between the implant and the bone, previous studies had recommended the
use of porous titanium alloys, which have smaller  stiffness  and lighter when comparing to
solid materials. In addition, the porosity of the implants allows body fluids and nutrition to
move freely, which helps to improve the healing process.  The use of lattice structures is one
approach to achieve the required porosity of biomedical implants, which can go up to 98%.
This might mimic the trabecular bones with porosity ranges from 50 to 90%. SLM is now
classified  as one of  the most successful  techniques  that  allow  for the creation  of  porous
lattices for different applications. [32-35].
PBF is  a  popular  AM technique  and  has  been widely  used to  metallic  lattice  structures.
Compared to other additive manufacturing technologies, PBF was shown to provide better
geometric accuracy and high resolution. In addition, the manufacturing of lattice structures,
with  their  large  surface  areas  and  complex  geometries  using  PBF is  beneficial  for heat
dissipation during laser processing. As a result, the use of PBF for the fabrication of lattice
structures  was  the  focus  of  recent  research.   The  focus  in  literature  was  to  study  the
manufacturability of such structures and to analyse their mechanical behaviour [36].  One of
the early studies was carried out by Brenne et al.  [37] who experimentally investigated the
compressive  performance  of  AM-fabricated  titanium BCC lattice  structures.  The  authors
reported  the  occurrence  of  shear  failures  along  diagonal  specimen  planes.  Many  other
researchers had also reported the significant effects of powder bed fusion parameters such as
laser speed, power, and layer thickness on the mechanical properties of the developed lattice
structures [38-40].
Design of experiment (DoE) is an inexpensive statistical modelling approach that is used for
the analysis of the influence of different factors on specific responses of a component or a
process. The use of design of experiments procedures such as analysis of variance (ANOVA),
and the response surface method (RSM) has demonstrated to be effective in dealing with the
impact of many factors  and their interactions  affecting the measured properties in material
processing  aiming to  optimise the process [41].  RSM approach works by fitting the model
curves by using the least-square method.  The model accuracy is determined  by using the
ANOVA method  [42]. Finally, the response surface graphs are used to construct the model
surfaces and predict the optimum conditions. One of the widely used RSM tools is the central
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composite design, in which each of the factors under investigation is set into +1, 0 and −1,
levels. Two additional points are added for each factor at a distance of -α and +α from the
basal  (centre)  point.  A  three-factor  CCD  design  is  shown  in  Figure  1.   For  many  AM
processes, RSM was effectively applied to evaluate the effect of process parameters on the
quality of the components produced [33]. 
Figure 1: a central composite design for three factors.
Despite the reviewed research, the effect of lattice dimensions on the mechanical properties
of the AM lattice structures is still lacking. Accordingly, this paper presents an attempt to
understand the relationship between design parameters of the lattice unit cell such as strut
diameter,  length,  and orientation  angle  on  the  compressive  properties  of  Ti6Al4V lattice
structures with diamond nodal unit cell produced by PBF process. DoE using ANOVA and of
RSM will be adopted to optimize the unit cell design parameters to fabricate lattice structures




In this study Ti6Al4V gas-atomised powder, with a particle size of d50=40 µm, supplied by
TLS Technik GmbH was used. A scanning electron microscope image of the powder and the
distribution of powder particle size are shown in Figure 2a,b. As shown, the powder particles
are  almost  of  spherical  shape  with  different  sizes  and  distributed  homogeneously.  The
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Hausner' ratio of the powder was determined to be 1.16, indicating a reasonable flowability
(good flowability < 1.25). 
Figure 2: An SEM image of the powder particles, (b) powder particle size distribution
2.2 Experimental Design
Diamond unit cell is considered as a favourable lattice structure and hence has been used in
orthopaedic applications [43,44]. A diamond lattice has an isotropic geometry that consists of
four struts, which are connected nodally with another four struts.  PBF has been extensively
used to fabricate this type of structures at a large scale without distortion because of its self-
supporting properties. A diamond unit cell lattice is illustrated in Figure 3. The most critical
design parameters of this structure used in this study are the strut diameter (D), strut length
(L) and the strut orientation angle (θ) ) [45,46]. 
Figure 3: The diamond lattice structure with its design parameters
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In this study, response surface approach using central  composite design was employed to
design the experimental plan and to study the effect of strut diameter (D), strut length (L) and
the strut orientation angle on the compression properties of the PBF lattice structures.  The
dependent variable or the response "Y" is shown below as a 2nd order polynomial equation:
Y=βo+∑ βi x i+∑ βii xi
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+∑ β ij x i x j+ε(2)
where xi, xj are the independent variables (lattice design parameters) and ε is the residual
term.  The  regression  coefficients  are  expressed  by  β0, βi,  βii,  and  βij, respectively.  The
processing of this statistical modelling was performed using Design-Expert Software which
utilized the least-squares technique for the fitting of experimental data and subsequently, the
calculation of regression (model) coefficients.
In the current central composite design, the three design parameters (independent variables)
were varied over five levels (-α, -1, 0, 1, α), see  Figure 1.  The value of α is usually set to
allow the design to be rotatable. Rotatable designs  improve  the quality of prediction of the
model by ensuring a constant prediction variance at all points that are in halfway from the
centre point. For a design with 3 factors, α should be equal to 1.682 to maintain rotatability of
the design. The values of the different levels of the three factors are shown in Table 1, with
their corresponding levels. Also, three centre points (at 0.6 mm strut diameter, 2.25 mm strut
length and 45° orientation angle) were added to the design to allow the determination of the
experimental error. 
Table 1: Design matrix of the lattice structure design parameters and their levels
Variable Symbol
Coded variable levels
Low (-1) Central (0) High (1) - α α
Strut Diameter (mm) D 0.36 0.60 0.83 0.20 1.00
Strut Length (mm) L 1.21 2.25 3.39 0.50 4.00
Strut Orientation
Angle (°)
θ) 36 45 54 30 60
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2.3 Manufacturing and characterization 
In this study, the diamond lattice structures were built up using Concept Laser M2 Cusing
SLM system using the following parameters; layer thickness 0.02 mm, laser power 200 W
and scan speed 1.2 m/s. To minimize the deviation during manufacture, the 17 samples were
fabricated in a single batch. Afterwards, a wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) was
employed to cut the cellular structures from the building plate. Examples of the printed lattice
structures are shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 4: Ti6Al4V AM diamond lattice structures with different unit cell dimensions.
Samples were placed in Ultrasonic vibration in an acetone bath for 300 seconds to remove the
trapped powder within the fabricated  samples.  Afterwards,  a  Mettler-Toledo densitometer
device was used to measure the lattice density using based on the Archimedes principle. The
measured density  was divided by the parent  alloy density  (4420 kg/m3)  to  determine  the
porosity of the cellular  structure  [47].  The compression properties  of the prepared lattices
were carried out using Zwick/Roell universal  testing machine with a speed of 0.1 mm/min.
All the samples were placed in the centre of the loading plate to ensure an even distribution
of  the  compressive  force  during  the  test.  The  ultimate  compressive  strength  (UCS)  and
modulus of elasticity of the as-fabricated samples were then determined. Finally, the specific
compressive strength was calculated by dividing the UCS of the specimen by its density.  
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3. Results and discussion 
Table 2 lists the 17 runs or parametric combinations along with the measured properties at
each  run.  During  compression  testing,  stress  slowly  increases  without  visible  fracture  of
lattice struts to the ultimate strength of the structure. A rapid fall of the stress takes place after
partial failures of lattice nodes due to the development of shear stresses. The compression
stress increases again with further increasing of the strain until other nodes broke.  The failure
and picking up of stresses is repeated until the sample is split into pieces.























1 0.84 3.29 54 24595 0.35 19.3 82.4
2 0.60 2.25 60 26678 0.44 26.1 78.1
3 0.36 1.21 36 121075 9.59 150.0 26.4
4 0.36 3.29 54 12122 0.05 3.7 93.2
5 0.60 2.25 30 119811 7.73 184.5 65.5
6 0.84 3.29 36 68639 1.55 82.4 73.1
7 0.60 2.25 45 44155 1.28 47.3 75.0
8 0.20 2.25 45 21651 0.22 10.2 89.4
9 0.36 1.21 54 58143 4.95 145.8 43.9
10 0.84 1.21 54 43269 4.19 68.7 64.5
11 0.60 4.00 45 17210 0.16 7.5 90.3
12 0.36 3.29 36 21512 0.26 8.8 90.8
13 0.60 0.50 45 110718 11.83 200.0 20.0
14 0.84 1.21 36 43958 9.31 95.5 51.4
15 1.00 2.25 45 114723 8.34 228.4 55.5
16 0.60 2.25 45 46801 1.41 52.2 74.8
17 0.60 2.25 45 43785 1.17 49.3 76.0
3.1 ANOVA results
Model fitting analysis indicated that the best-fitted model is approximately linear for the four
measured properties. Figures 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the normal probability graphs of the
residuals  of the specific  compressive strength,  modulus of elasticity,  UCS and porosity%
respectively. In addition, the plots of the residuals-versus-run of the four responses are shown
in Figure 6 (a), (b) (c) and (d), respectively. The plotted data in Figure 6 indicated the lack of
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unusual structure. Such observations suggested that the proposed models  do  not violate the
assumption of normality and independence of residuals and hence it had been adopted for the
subsequent analysis
Figure 5: Normal probability plots of the residuals. (a) Specific compressive strength,
(b) modulus of elasticity, (c) UCS, and (d) porosity %.
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Figure 6: Plots of residuals vs run. (a) specific compressive strength, (b) modulus of
elasticity, (c) UCS, and (d) porosity %.
The general empirical linear equation that represents the responses of interest in terms of strut
Diameter (D), Length (L) and Orientation angle (O) is given as the following:
Response=βo+β1 (D )+β2 (L )+β3 (O )                                                     (3)
Where βo, β1, β2 and β3 are the regression coefficients (see above) that depend on the main
effects of the lattice design parameters. The data analysis performed by Design Expert based
on  least-squares  fitting resulted in the determination of required coefficients of the model
equations representing the responses of interest in this study. Table 3 lists the values of the
coefficients. 
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βo +1.80405E+005 +16.93192 +262.36533 +8.60553
β1 +38217.59776 +4.37441 +99.89759 -12.33752
β2 -20888.33964 -3.19995 -47.12801 +19.12782
β3 -2246.90201 -0.19248 -3.00239 +0.52089
ANOVA has  determined  the  significance  of  each of  the  design  parameters  and for  each
response  through  the  calculation  of  the  p-value.  A  p-value  <0.05 indicated  a  significant
influence of the design parameter on the measured property of the lattice structure [33]. The p-
values of each of the model parameters for the four responses are listed in  Table 4. It was
suggested that the strut length and strut orientation angle were found to significantly affect
both the specific compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. In addition, the UCS and
porosity % were both mainly influenced by the strut length. It was suggested that the effect of
both the strut diameter on the modulus of elasticity and the effect of the orientation angle on
the UCS were of less significance.  
Table 4: p-values of the model terms for the specific compressive strength, modulus of









D 0.2511 0.0950 0.1236 0.3808
L 0.0131 < 0.0001 0.0048 < 0.0001
O 0.0201 0.0108 0.0863 0.1746
             *Bold values indicate statistically significant model term (p-value<0.05). Values
higher than 0.1000 indicate the parameter is not significant.  
3.2 Analysis of specific compressive strength
The specific compressive strength was shown to be significantly affected by both the strut
length and orientation angle. Figure 7 shows that increasing the strut length from 1.21 to 3.29
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mm, while keeping the strut diameter and orientation angle at 0.6 mm and 45°, respectively.
As shown, there is a considerable reduction in the specific compressive strength from 77 to
33.5 kN·m/kg. Similarly, the specific compressive strength was found to decrease from 75.3
to 35.2 kN·m/kg as a result of increasing the orientation angle from 36 to 54°,  at constant
strut diameter and strut length of 0.6 mm and 2.25 mm respectively.
Figure 7: Effect of (a) strut length and (b) orientation angle on the specific compressive
strength.
3.3 Analysis of modulus of elasticity
Figures 8 (a), (b) and (c) show the linear model graphs of the effect of strut diameter, length,
and orientation angle, respectively, on the elastic modulus. As shown, the elastic modulus
increases  with  larger  strut  diameters  and/or  smaller  strut  lengths  and  orientation  angles.
Increasing the strut diameters and decreasing the strut lengths reduces the structure porosity,
which increases the stiffness of the samples whereas increasing the orientation angle reduces
the  developed shear  stresses,  which  also  improve  the  stiffness  of  the  sample  against  the
applied load. 
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Figure 8. Main effect of (a) strut diameter, (b) length and (c) orientation angle on the modulus
of elasticity.
3.4 Analysis of UCS
The main effect of strut length and strut orientation angle on the UCS is shown in Figures 9
(a) and (b) respectively. Both design parameters were suggested to inversely affecting the
UCS.
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Figure 9. Effect of (a) strut length and (b) orientation angle on the UCS.
3.5 Porosity analysis
Again, and referring to Table 4, only the strut length was found affecting the porosity %, as
shown in Figure 10. At constant strut diameter of 0.6 mm and constant orientation angle of
45°, increasing the strut length from 1.21 to 3.29 mm caused the porosity % to be remarkably
increased from 48 to 88%.
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Figure 10. Effect of strut length on porosity %.
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3.6 Optimization of lattice properties towards bone replacement 
Given its high strength and stiffness to weight ratios, Ti6Al4V is a preferred candidate for
biomedical  implants  and scaffolds  using  PBF.  As  described  above,  the  properties  of  the
implant should, to a great extent, mimic those of the host bone and surrounding tissues. For
this reason, a fully solid Ti6Al4V is unsuitable due to its impermeability which prohibiting
the transporting of body fluids and medication. In addition, the elastic modulus of Ti6Al4V
(≈110 GPa) is much higher that of human bones (about two to three orders higher comparing
to trabecular and cancellous bones). This results in the stress shielding of the bone tissue and
ultimately could result in the failure of the implant surgery. These problems can be addressed
by  the  design  optimization  of  the  biomedical  implant  which  should  integrate  both  the
adequate mechanical  strength and porosity  to allow the  orthopaedic  implant  to have both
sufficient  strength  and Elastic  modulus  to  withstand  the  applied  stresses  and appropriate
porosity to assist the flow of body nutrients. Lui et al.  [47] concluded that out controlling
Young's modulus of Ti6Al4V AM-fabricated structures for trabecular bones is essential to
overcome the stress shielding problem. In order to optimise the design parameters  of the
lattice geometry for trabecular bones replacement, surface response predictor was applied to
perform  a  multi-response  optimization.  The  gaols  were  to  maximize  both  the  specific
compressive strength and UCS while attaining Young's modulus from 0.02 and 1 GPa, and
porosity  %  that  ranges  between  50  and  90  (typical  ranges  for  trabecular  bones)  [35].
Considering the measured values of the responses and the model coefficients (described in
Tables  2  and 3  respectively),  the  response  equations  describing  the  specific  compressive
strength, modulus of elasticity, UCS and porosity % were solved simultaneously to prophesy
the lattice cell design parameters that fulfil desired optimization goals.   
Figures  11  (a),  (b),  (c)  and  (d)  show  the  optimization  contour  of  specific  compressive
strength,  modulus  of  elasticity,  UCS  and  porosity  %  respectively,  for  a  range  of  strut
diameter  (0.2-1 mm) and strut length (0.5-4 mm).  The predicted  optimized values of the
diamond  cell  dimensions  would  be  0.84  mm  strut  diameter,  3.29  mm  length  and  47°
orientation angle.  The corresponding measured properties  of the optimised structure were
37.8  kN.m/kg,  1  GPa,  49.5  MPa  and  85.7% for  the  specific  strength,  Elastic  modulus,
compression strength, and porosity. 
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Figure 11. Predicted optimum strut diameter and strut length (at a strut orientation angle of
47°) of a Ti6Al4V diamond lattice structure for medical implants; (a) maximum specific
compressive strength, (b) elastic modulus (0.02-1 GPa), (c) highest UCS, and (d) porosity %
(50-90).
Previous  studies  used  PBF  to  control  the  solid  volume  fraction  of  cellular  structures
customized  for  orthopaedic  applications.  These  studies  showed  the  possibility  of
manufacturing scaffolds with porosity levels and adequate properties for osteointegration. In
a study by Weißmann et al. [48], Ti6Al4V truncated pyramid lattice structures were fabricated
using PBF with 80% porosity. The predicted equivalent modulus of elasticity and UCS were
3.4  GPa  and  121  MPa, respectively.  Nevertheless,  the  diamond  lattice  with  optimized
properties in the present study have a porosity level of 85.7%, and the corresponding modules
17
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of  elasticity  and  UCS were  1  GPa and  49.5  MPa,  respectively  [48].  This  discrepancy  is
apparently reasoned to the different lattice types used in both studies. In the present study, a
diamond lattice structure was fabricated while in the research by Weißmann pyramidal design
was employed. Another study by Liu et al., diamond unit cell lattices were produced from
Ti6Al4V  with  different  densities  in  order  to  mimic  those  of  human  bones.  The  authors
reported the success of fabricating a lattice structure with porosity %, modulus of elasticity
and UCS of about 86.7%, 0.82 GPa and 42.5 MPa respectively, which are not far from the
properties obtained using the optimized lattice structure in the present work [47].  In another
study  of  Ti6Al4V  lattices  manufactured  via  PBF,  Choy  and  co-authors  compared  the
deformation behaviour of cubic and honeycomb lattice structures for different orientations
and densities. Their results suggested that the struts orientation angle significantly affected
the developed stresses [49]. 
The recommended values for lattice unit cell design parameters that could be used for bone
replacement surgeries were investigated. Three identical lattice structures were fabricated by
PBF with the optimized lattice dimensions. The porosity % and compressive properties of the
three lattices were examined, and the average measured values were 37.8 kN.m/kg, 0.97 GPa,
44.3  MPa  and  87.3%  for  the  specific  compressive  strength,  elastic  modulus,  UCS  and
porosity% respectively.  The error in model  prediction  was less than 10%, suggesting the
robustness of the model in estimating the optimum lattice unit cell dimensions orthopaedic
bone implants.
4. Conclusions 
In  this  study,  the  influence  of  lattice  design  parameters  of  Ti6Al4V  diamond  lattices,
manufactured using PBF, on the compressive properties and porosity of the cellular structure
was investigated by means of response surface and ANOVA statistical analysis techniques. In
addition, the lattice dimensions were optimized to fabricate a diamond cellular structure with
properties that match human bones. The key findings of this study are listed below:
1. The most significant design parameter of the unit cell  was the strut length. It was
suggested by the ANOVA to remarkably affect the porosity % in a direct relationship,
while it had a significant reverse effect on the specific compressive strength, elastic
modulus and UCS.  
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2. Increasing the orientation angle was found to significantly reduce both the specific
compressive strength and modulus of elasticity of the lattice structure. 
3. An optimised diamond lattice with strut diameter, length and orientation angle of 0.84
mm, 3.29 mm and 47° respectively was shown to have specific compressive strength,
elastic modulus, UCS and porosity % of 37.8 kN.m/kg, 1 GPa, 49.5 MPa and 85.7,
respectively. A cellular structure with such properties could be effectively applied for
trabecular bones replacement surgeries. 
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